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2. Scoring system 
 
a. Global system 
 
The scoring system is based on the following formula:  
 

Daringness*(Beauty + Virtuosity) 
 

For daringness, the sum of a set number of elements is taken. You may for example choose to take 
the 9 most difficult elements and add their value together. Beauty is composed of a percentage 
between 0 and 100%. Virtuosity is composed of a percentage of 0 or more.  
 
b. Definition & Evaluation of daringness 
 
As daringness is defined the combination of skill and technique that makes a certain gymnastic 
element possible. The higher the needed technique and/or skill to perform a certain element, the 
more daring it is considered. The addition of flips, twist as well as the context, direction and type of 
the flip or skill will impact its considered daringness.  
 
Daringness is evaluated in star-based point system. Elements can have a value going from 0.5 star to 
5 or more stars.  
 
0.5 star:  Basic  
1 star:   Elementary  
1.5 stars: Intermediate  
2 stars:   Challenging 
2.5 stars:  Demanding 
3 stars:   Advanced 
3.5 stars:  Tough 
4 stars:   Hard 
4.5 stars:  Very Hard 
5 stars:   Extreme 

c. Definition and evaluation of beauty 

As beauty is defined the quality of the performance of an element. General rules for evaluation of 
beauty are: 

1. Clearly definable element: The element must be clearly recognizable and qualifiable. 
2. Correct arm form on release and catch of the apparatus.  
3. Correct parts of the body touch the apparatus 
4. Correct form for the duration of the element 
5. Correct landings 
6. Correct handstand position 
7. No Lack or exaggeration of height in elements 

Every element is subject to evaluation of beauty. The beauty score is a percentage and usually starts 
at 100, and then goes down as deductions are found. Catching the bar too close after a release for 
example may indulge a 2% penalty.  
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d. Honouring of virtuosity and complexity 

In order to account for special achievements, we will use this part of the evaluation to add 
percentages to the beauty score.  

Connecting two skills together can grant you additional points, depending on the apparatus.  

Having good airtime may be subject to added value as well as very particular good performances on 
certain skills like sticking a landing very artistically, staying close to the apparatus while dismounting 
or having a very original skill or combination of skills. All of these will be specified in the according 
apparatus section.  

3. Example 
 

Here we will find an example of evaluation according to the sub mentioned section.  

Uneven bars:  
 
Bar routine: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CadmsOF5MEU 

Daringness; 3 x 2.5 stars elements, 5 x 2 stars elements:  

Total daringness score: 17.5 

Beauty: The player didn’t hit the second handstand by a lot (6%), the third element didn’t hit 
handstand by a lot(6%), on his release move he went over the bar instead of catching in front of the 
bar (10%). On the low-bar to high-bar transition, she flew a bit too high (2%). On the front 
summersault the player catches the bar almost vertically instead of horizontally (6%). The dismount 
was stuck but went far away. Slight overrotation (2%) 

Total deductions: 32% 

Final beauty score: 68% 

Honouring of virtuosity and complexity 

The player had a lot of connections, resulting to a total of 7% bonus. He had no extra airtime on any 
release, no bonuses for that.  

Final extra points: 7% 

Final score: 17.5*(68%+7%)= 13.125 
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4. Apparatus specifications 
 

a. Uneven bars 

Criteria for beauty: 

Every skill may or may not receive percentage reductions depending on the players performance.  

Every skill can be appreciated in the following manner:  

1. Gorgeous: No errors to be found (0%) 
2. Great: On slight error to be found (2%) 
3. Underwhelming: Two slight errors (4%) 
4. Messy: A medium error or an addition of 3 smaller errors (6%) 
5. Sloppy: An addition of errors (4 slight, a medium and a slight) (8%) 
6. Terrible: A big error or addition of a lots of errors (10%) 
7. Horrendous: The player does an unacceptable error (20%) 

The above appreciation is general. In judging a routine, you may apply cumulate deductions for 
every single error in the following manner. 

For slight errors (2%):  

1. Barely not hitting handstand when required 
2. Catching the bar slightly off of horizontal 
3. Catching the bar with a slight angle in the arms 
4. Slightly lacking height 
5. Slightly hitting the low or high bar with the feet 
6. Slight over or under rotation on dismount 

For medium errors (6%) 

1. A body part slightly touching the apparatus when not required 
2. Going beyond 45° to finish element after handstand position 
3. Bending your arms when not required 
4. Slightly piking or tucking when not required 
5. Having barely enough height or too much 
6. Catching the bar with between halfway to handstand when you should not 
7. Having a big angle in your arms when catching the bar 
8. Empty swing (Swing that does not hit handstand (-10 ° margin) and that has no element) 

For bigger errors (10%) 

1. Going over the bar instead of in front of it (Beyond handstand) 
2. Hard piking or tucking when not required 
3. A body part slamming the apparatus or touching for too long to be considered as slight. 
4. Dead hang resulting in extra swings (Following extra swings may not be considered unless 

too many) 
5. Catching other bar resulting in an non definable skill 
6. Getting stunned without it disrupting the general flow of the routine 
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For dramatic errors (20%) 

1. Knockout  
2. Getting stunned slamming the bar  
3. Hitting the ground when not intended (Falling) 

Special notes for the apparatus: 

a. A player may not be deducted more than 10% on a successful skill and 20% on an 
unsuccessful skill. This rule may be ignored if you must break a tie.  

b. It is not required to have a specific angle with the arms when doing transition skills (Highbar 
to lowbar or lowbar to highbar). It still matters whether the arms are aligned with the body 
though.  

c. You may swing once when catching the bar after a transition skill without any penalty. The 
following swing needs to include an element.  
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b. Horizontal Bar 

Criteria for beauty: 

Every skill may or may not receive percentage reductions depending on the players performance.  

Every skill can be appreciated in the following manner:  

1. Gorgeous: No errors to be found (0%) 
2. Great: On slight error to be found (2%) 
3. Underwhelming: Two slight errors (4%) 
4. Messy: A medium error or an addition of 3 smaller errors (6%) 
5. Sloppy: An addition of errors (4 slight, a medium and a slight) (8%) 
6. Terrible: A big error or addition of a lots of errors (10%) 
7. Horrendous: The player does an unacceptable error (20%) 

The above appreciation is general. In judging a routine, you may apply cumulated deductions for 
every single error in the following manner. 

For slight errors (2%):  

1. Barely not hitting handstand when required 
2. Catching the bar slightly off horizontal 
3. Catching the bar with a slight angle between the arms and the torso 
4. Slightly lacking height on a release skill 
5. Slight over or under rotation on dismount 
6. Slight form break (Like fighting for a handstand, loosing tension or control) 
7. Slight moving of feet on landing (equal or less than a feet length). Very slight movement 

shall not be deducted as the game makes truly sticking a landing very difficult.  
8. Over- or underrotating on landing 

For medium errors (6%) 

1. A body part slightly touching the apparatus when not required 
2. Going beyond 45° to finish element after handstand position 
3. Bending your arms when not required 
4. Slightly piking or tucking when not required 
5. Having barely enough height or too much 
6. Catching the bar between halfway to handstand and handstand when you should not 
7. Having a big angle in your arms when catching the bar 
8. Empty swing (Swing that does not hit handstand (-10 ° margin) and that has no element) 
9. Big form break 
10. Anything above slight moving of feet on landing.  

For bigger errors (10%) 

1. Catching the bar in handstand or beyond.  
2. Hard piking or tucking when not required 
3. A body part slamming the apparatus or touching for too long to be considered as slight. 
4. Dead hang resulting in extra swings (Following extra swings may not be considered unless 

too many) 
5. Catching other bar resulting in an non definable skill 
6. Getting stunned without it disrupting the general flow of the routine 
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7. Having the daringness score be composed of less then 50% of flight elements or/and only 
having one type of release skill when performing more than one. (For example only 
Tkachevs) 

8. Not having at least one full pirouette type skill.  
9. Not connecting at least two elements together.  

For dramatic errors (20%) 

1. Knockout  
2. Getting stunned slamming the bar  
3. Hitting the ground when not intended (Falling) 

Special notes for the apparatus: 

1. A player may not be deducted more than 10% on a successful skill and 20% on an 
unsuccessful skill. This rule may be ignored if you must break a tie.  

2. The exercise starts after the gymnast has build enough momentum to perform his or her 
first skill.   

3. Handstand position is not crucial when doing giants, except for the giant following another 
skill. (Example Tkachev followed by a giant, the giant after the Tchakev must hit handstand, 
following giants do not have to hit a straight handstand) 

Honouring of complexity 

2 stars + 2 stars = 1% Bonus 
2.5 stars + 2 stars = 1.5% Bonus 
2.5 stars + 2.5 stars = 2% Bonus 
3 stars + 2.5 stars = 2.5% Bonus 
3 stars + 3 Stars = 3% Bonus 
Anything above = 3% Bonus 

Honouring of virtuosity 

For special achievements, the gymnast may receive bonus %. The judges can decide to cap bonus % 
for virtuosity. It is recommended to cap it at 5%.  

Virtuosity bonuses of 1% may be attributed by: 

- Performing an original skill (May be up to two times) 
- Sticking the landing cold (No moving of the feet at all before being able to move the arms) 
- Performing a series of skills in combination without any deductions 
- Having very elegant lines throughout the exercise.  
- Having no medium, bigger or dramatic errors at all throughout the exercise 
- Performing variations in tempo, direction and/or difficulty creating a dynamic routine. 
- Using no more then one giant before every skill and not more than two before dismounting. 
- Hitting handstand consistently.  
- Performing the routine in a way that looks particularly realistic.  


